
Great reputations come to rest on SleepMaker Commercial solutions.



Continuous Coil Sleep System to provide support 
exactly where your body needs it most.

The Sleepmaker® Story

Our Innovation

Sleepmaker® has been the benchmark for quality 

in bedding for over 100 years.

Sleepmaker’s reputation has been forged 

over many years by offering unique features, 

outstanding comfort and unsurpassed 

durability. Sleepmaker® continues to lead the 

way in premium bedding.

At Sleepmaker® Commercial we have built 

our heritage of innovation and quality that 

millions of Australians  have trusted for over 

a century into developing a bedding range 

that will suit your business and budget. 

We are dedicated to producing the best 

Australian made bedding and we understand 

the unique needs of the accommodation 

and hospitality industry.

Individually wrapped 5-zoned coils adjust 
independently to the weight and contour of your 

body while minimising partner disturbance.

This proven comfort layer technology combines the 
pressure-relieving ability of our superior Memory Foam 

with the heat absorbing qualities of gel particles.

Heat tempered pocket springs sit independent of each 
other in the mattress, so only those in direct contact 
with the body move to provide support where needed.

Ultra-Fresh antimicrobial treatments inhibit the 

growth of bacteria. Ultra-Fresh antimicrobials help 

to keep products fresh, hygienic, and odour free.

Combinations of the latest sleeping comfort 
technologies made by Dunlop Foams® work together 

to ensure a comfortable and supported sleep.

The dream sleep surface. High loft fibre gives 
bounce back between two layers of superior dream 
foam – breathable, cooling and with minimal wear.

Solid foam edge provides support right to the edge 
of the mattress which reduces the roll out feeling.

Strengthened z-shaped continuous coil 5-zone 
support system designed to reduce back stress.

A new generation of gel infusion technology provides  
great support while balancing your temperature.

Advanced memory foam that ‘remembers’ your body 
shape to contour to your body more quickly. Provides 

pressure relief to help reduce tossing and turning.

Individually wrapped 3-zoned coils for superior 
weight distribution and minimal partner disturbance.

Medium density unique foam structure with a medium 
feel provides extra support and luxurious comfort.



Value Range
Our Commercial Value Range features our 

famous Duracoil continuous coil system, which 

delivers excellent back support and value for 

money. Made with our unique Climatex quilt 

fill using a high loft fibre, this breakthrough 

surface is more breathable and reduces heat 

build-up. Using almost twice the coils of 

traditional spring mattresses, there is superior 

support for all body shapes and sizes. Your 

guests will also get more sleeping surface 

thanks to the use of firm edge support, 

preventing that ‘roll out of bed’ feeling.

Available in Single Sided (non flip) and 

Double Sided Models using our Dunlop 

Dreamfoam Comfort Layers and Fire Retardant 

Commercial Healthguard BB treated fabrics.

 Features Traveller Hotelier

Conforms to Australian/NZ Standards 0 0

19 cm Single Sided (non flip) Mattress 0

22 cm Double Sided Mattress* 0

Fire Retardant Commercial Fabric – Healthguard Bugoff treated - BS7177 0 0

Climatex™ Quilted Top Panel using High Loft Fibre & Dunlop DreamFoam® 0 0

Australian made High Grade Commercial Medium Firm Foam Comfort Layers 0 0

Premium Felt Pad Spring Insulation 0 0

Duracoil Plus Continuous Coil Spring System w/ Firm Edge Support 0 0

Available in King & Queen Zip Models 0

Mattress tolerances - +/- 1.5 cm 0 0



Great reputations come to rest on SleepMaker Commercial solutions.
Sleepmaker’s one of Australasia’s largest bedding company’s,  

with 7 manufacturing plants and over 700 employees across Australia and New Zealand,  

Sleepmaker® has a proud history that spans over 100 years.
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